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AN INtaCTIGATICti OF BILINGUAL TEACHER TRAINING
AND ITS EFFECT ON .BICULTURAL nSl`RUCTIC

,

RATIONALE

e
k ,

The school is a social instituln whict normally

a

I.

individuals fram th e ages of at leaft 6 to 1

language tends to be the general ,linguage of

acts numerous

Sines the I4mg/1.16

I

traction Wheals
....

within the United States, it atlas noteworthy to.inVeet4se

tiro loogiose' is-impact:of this institution an learner* whdee

NOT English.

Accordigg to the 1970 U. S. Census,. 33.2 i1,ian piaricans

:(approximately 16 percent of the population).

,than English as a native tongue: Spanish,

a lang e otheruag
-0.2.4AletaL

and Italian ;meeker*

are the most numerous, in that order. Spanish is the max one of the

three which has experienced substantial growth in the .ntaber of

slxmakers since 1940, largely due to increased4aigration from Latin

Aimerica (Fishman and Holman, 1966).. Between' 190-1973., aPPIP3x1sattelY

°
-;216,000 Central Americans and 48.8';000 South AmericanaNmmigratod to the

United States (Annual ReN.
port, of Immigration, 193i. By 1973, Spanish

origin persons numbered 9 2;602 natiMal)y and coipprised the second

largest 'minority group in the United States. ' I

In accordance with the U. S. Office of Eduction istimates, at least

5.million :students of limited or non-English, speaking ibilit/ need special
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langumee /*trise (U. S. Commission on-Civil Rights. May 1975) -

The Census ieporte that 4.3 Million Spanish speaking ioungsters

under 20 yi01% of age .speak Spanish at home ( Subject Reports --

PersonOof
S Seh E. 1973). An estimated 2600000 Asian, American

children eekk little or no English (Annual Report on Immigration,

o/. some 56,493 Native American children speak* Native.

Americon to"Ue as a first-language (ablest Reports American

197?),

SlOce e'th tiationa1 language of the United States is English. and

because inOt%tion'in American schools is generally In this language,

it sees :0 1044Ntive to determine the effects of this pedagogy on students.

whose.nAtil9: togigueL is not English. Compared with the median number of

12.0 eopPool- yes' completed for Anglo Americans, the median i"8.1 for

MeXican dais, 4.6. for Puerto Ricans, '9;8 for Native Americans, and

22.4 roy-!A4,1iiilaricanim (General Social and &mnic Characteristics,

Table a; Perks-ofg§....34.st Origin, Table 4; American Indiana; Table 3u

.42211221 geliorts- Puerto Rtemns tm the

United 5 AAO'll Jame 1973..Table 4; 1970 Census of Populations. Subject

.RaPorts --44...knos. Chinese, and' Filipinos Inch! United States,

.June 1973. ,Tables 3, 18c 33, 46, and 48.'Aedian number of school

Years 140#'1101. accessible for Asian Americans in general. The figure

provided reeds the median for chineee,,.7apanese, .F111111110,, Hawaiians,

and Koreans);.

,*-11 Acodem/-cAvaievement scores for language .minority groups in the

1966 CO3.essO Nroart indicate that they lag significantly behind

majority 8re,a1) Americans- BY the 12th grade, the Mexican American-

student le 14'1 yers behind the national norm in math achieveaent,

3.5 illfiarb0. 4M4/iti; and 3.3 in reading. The Puerto Rican learner is' 40



-4.8"years below the national norm in maths 3.6 in verbal ability, and

3.2 in reading. The Asian American student is 0.9 Years behind thi

norm in maths 116 in verbal ability; and, 1.6, in reading.-

In 1968, the U. S. Congress passed the Bilingual Education Act

In an attempt to help improve the situation's described above. The

legislation was created to pravide fidikcial assistance to local-

educational agencies to develop and carry out new.and imaginative
I

elementary and secondary school programs designed to meet,lhese

special educational needs..." of Children of limited English-speaking

ability (Andersson and Boyer, 1970, p. 1).

The Bilingua4. Education Program.is planned to meet several goals.

Specifically, the concern is for learners in this group to develop

greater competence in English, to beccel more-proficient In the use of
,

two languages, and to profit from increased educational onportUftity.:

Use of the native tongue as a 'leans of instruction before the

has a sufficient comiand of English to deal with all of his educ,tipn,

nay help prevent retardation in isehmea (Ittd,

Bilingual Education is instruction in two languages an4 the use

both languages in any part of or in all of the school curriculum.
-

.Historical and cultural aspects related to a student's native language

are considered an essential conPonent'of bilingual'education (Saville

and Trolke, 1973).

This research project is intended t o e xile a partic ar facet

of bilingual education. This study proposes -to investigate bilingual

teacher training and its effect on bilingual.bicultural instruction.

46"
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1EVIEW OF RELATED LITERATUF*

Bilingual education has natalWays been available for those members

of ethnic who required it.' During the great migrat45.4..tO the

United.Statee circa 1880 -1920. children of immigrants foundilmer-

idan.schools inhospitable and largely alien (Cordasco,.1976). Cordasco

'tea that

. no oTerall programs were developed to aid any
icular immigrant group. Although there

ittle.agreement am to what Americanisation
e schools were.co6itteete Arkericanise

Anglicise) their 'charges" (p. KIX) .

Narrowing.the-scoAD Of-inspectionsomewhat
_

factors appear ialhave'affected the

was
was,
d to

Soda (1976)/discovered

our 'of bilingual

ed tion in Texas.. kraal -the 1930'sto the 1950"s: the Mexican Ameri-

child found himBelf/herself-in an' educational havoc, inspite of

pensatarylirograms-for'the "culturally deprived." The dropout rate
;

wLs exceedingly highiarui'demanais were -placed on these children to relin-

quish
,

some of their caturAl patterns, especially their language'heri-
-. ..

tage. They were also urgedto,assimilate and acculturate into the
7 '

American mainstreamt.'

With the advent, of bilingual edutationlpgrems in the 1960's,

a culturalliidenocratic'slearning environment became possible. Innova-
db.

tive.hilingualeducatian programs considered the language, heritage,

..a
c'

-N.;
.vilueS, thinking learning styles which the Mexican American students

.
,.- . . .

ought from home. For.the Mexican American, it appears that the use of

SpsnIsh'helPed to develop a positive self concept.While concurrently

helping him/her to gain proficiency in English and Spanish. Fantini j

I



(1974) found that when a 3gnif16aaher (1. qs.. parent, maid. or

grandparent) was involved in the teaching of alnguage, the acquisi-

tion of that language was more readily achieved. He found that his

son was a competent coordinate bilingual by the age of five. During

this growth partied, the parents had exposed the youngstar.to Sjanieh.

He had also apparently acquired English through attending nursery
.

school, as well as, being with people in vat-pus environments who

spoke the language (1. er, uncles and aunts).t

Other factors appeiar to have contributed to the acceptance of

bilingual education. The civil rights movement`, the U. S. Commission

-5-

on Civil' Rights, favorable court rulings affecting Mexican Americans.

and various interest and pressure groupeseem to have helped curb some

Uiscrimlnatory practices and alleviated some of the degrading conditions

for Mexican Americans.

The Federal government, through enactment of the Bilingual Educe-

tien,Act of 1968, and the Texas EdUcation Agency, by making it a state

responsibility to meet the needs of Limited Englisti-Spimiking Ability.
(L. E. S. A.). students - i....e., Acme of the Mexican American youngsters

in the public schools, have also been influential in bringing aboUt change.

li

This state mandate was made possi e'through Senate Bill 121-Which amended

the Texas Education Code, effecti August 1973.

Finally, proponents of bilingual education have helped to bring

about change in the education of the Spanish=speaking students. Leaders

sisdhlus Manuel. Slinchez. and Andersson. through their writings have

helped to Make:the national community aware of the urgi6c7 for a type
. .

of education that dire tly addresses itself to the needs of Sil

populations - 1. e.. lsaxscaa Ameri;In students' not in the

regular lich;m1 curriculum.



In a statewide survey. Soya (op.101t.) also !Count' that bilingual

progrims were being implemented In various fashions. Bilingual classes

were in existence from Xindergarten through the eighth (8th) grade, and

audio-visual aids. were be utilised extensively, including novel tel-

evision progress for bilingual children. Varied aaterlali and techniques

were also being employed to teach Reading and vooabularybuilding skills

in Spanish, in oral and written activities. These items received

priority in.** amount of teaching tine assiined.

In attempting to determine which factors contribute to the success

of bilingual education programs, Stephens (1977) and Asmara (1977) shared

certain common findings. A comprehensive sustaining board pallor, long-

range board commitment, program control over budget and expenditures,

and clearly defined administrative and management functions, and praisoly

stated objectives ppeared critical. In addition, parental loyalty to, ,

\
bilingUal educition wide base of involved parents, effective school

and district advisory committees, and a large number of volunteer aides

also seemed to be very Important. Voluntary student enrollment and

effective language dominance screening were also necessary. Comaitment

to employ the best qualiKied personnel supportive of bilingual education.

total staff involvement in recruiting processes, and adequate resource

personnel were deemed of utmost importance as well. Instruction based

upon a clearly defined philOsophy of bilingual bicultural education,

witt;,aides being fully bilingual-biliterate was a definite must. Bffec-

tive paying seemed a required key point for high teacher-aide Morale.

Also stressed was the district's need to emphasise systematic acquisition

of .bilinguarobicultural materials.; as well as, the use of appropriate

criterion-and norm-referenced tests. gvaluation of each project

component was **notated as essential, and increased,accountability showed

J./
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an inclination toward sore precis? planning and implementation.

For bLagual programs to be successful, formally qualified teachers

1

apparently need to ,be involved. In her review of these programs ontion-

k
ally, ileggoner.(1976) found that all of the states, which prompted bilingual

education in the schools, had bilingual teacher bertifleation-or

sent requirements that included proficiency in a language other than

English. Also required was some kind of competence in the culture and

heritage of minority groppe to be served Any bilimgusl

The Texas Edunstion'Agenay (Ibid) has developed guidatlines

fr bilingual Leander certification'. The prognmsinmeddi to be is snores of

spmciilisstion in Bilingual Iduostion on the lasnestary Teaching Certificate

or a teaching field in the Junior High and High School Certificates.

Both the area of specialisation find the teaching field suet consist 9f

twenty-four (24) semester hours'.twelve (10 of which suet be junior

level or above; Included in the progrea arms

A. Foundation Component - emphasises a rationale for Bilingual
Education and an orleptatien to the State-wide Program.

B. Linguistic Component - includes Descriptive Linguistics,
Applied Linguistics Psycho-linguistics, and Contrastive
Linguistics in English and tho language. of the tangipt population.

C.- Methodlolipar,Component - comprises studies to develop skills
and techniques in teaching .

1. English as a Second Language; SP

-t.
2. the lsogu4ge of tie tunget.popstion ss,a first and

second language:

3. Resdinvin tbe.Lfmguage of the target-
population; snd,

4. appropriate subject natter in the language of the target
population.

"" D. aw=; analysis' of the principles
testing) luraPPlied-te

children or youth' in a Bilingual iduostion progren.1

010

.10

10 1.
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various settings, the intormatlon above apparently has direct application

to people considering teaching in a bilingual bicultural prOgrma. In

Minslysing the teacher-student-community relationship in bilingual

education program in Mexicm. Samoa (1975) found that the successful

teaohers tended to be dynamic andallowed the students to express their

-ideas withOut fear otoildiculs. Additionally, these teachers permitted

their children to express themselves in their own dialect, as well as 3m.

the national.language (standard Spanish). That the Molars helped to

-,organiss social and sports events, as well as meetings concerning program'

activities, was perceived very: posigvely by the community.

In Ina similar kind of research project. Caste:hods, et. al. (1975)

found that Mexican American youngsters apparently differ in tIsir value

orientations.' However, teachers who experienced gumless in dealing with

thlute learners tended to exhibit certain types of behavior. For exempla,

relating personal experiences to the students, as well as allowing then

to discuss their own experiences. a'taared to hell improvoilteacher-

studeht relationships. In add1ttion, being able to fantasise furl have a

sense of humor seemed to be valuable assets. Cooperative group 'cork,

maximum adult-child contact (i. *., teacher with an individual .student

or snail group), and sensitivity to the learner'sreolings also wag4

foLind to be valuable qualelles. Educators who used Spanish freely;

'provided English as a Second Lan/page instruction; and incorporated

Mexican, Mexican American, and Spanish heritage materials and cultural

activities into the curriculum tended to be

encouraging active parental involvement (I.

ancoemmrfua. Finally. bar
-

W., resource people and/or

aides) and by informing the youngsters that their adhlevenent leas an

accompliehneiA for his/her family was also perceived in a positive light.



-

Freed the evidence presens ted :'above, itTis .--bvichl-t; And

i.,snyticersities

.._ . .

pFpgraA need-to-be

ognizant:_of these _potenii:ally. knflUeSilal actors. In an attempt to

assess the curr-r cuaa snit- faculty .of-f-ourteest Michigan teacher training
.

rams,' Garcia (1978) cenducted .smrveit The data suggested that the
-

- r,-

-prpgrams were of. a recent-naturei. yin the etate;_ and quite- weak In_terasOf

evaluation proviis14-----iiterle of eurliidula, tb, pocog s were rated
.

oa-lall-efining.langliage-TorafiCienCy, t'imes of lenguege'assessment,.

;poce of.language assess'ent procedurei, and student teaching in

curreway opViting bilingual public Se:hool prodocamm6 13.sciperceived-as

inadequate were the number-of courses offered and required in the

cultural antemethodology components: that is, a minimum of three

cultural courses offeied and 'two required, and a *inlays of three

Courses offered and three 11144Ored in the methodology coaponent.

In ,addition, Garcia (Ibid) also found the state Board of .A4ucation

guidelines to be unclear and inadequate. The programs seemed weaker in .

the methodology than. in the cultural component. They reflected the

monolinguistic thfruSt of the guidelines which emphasized English as a

.Second Language. Regarding faculty, positive assessments were made with

respect to language ( bilingualism) p academic exposure, experience, and

interest. Howeivr, the quantity of the faculty involved in bilingual

programs was relatively small.

In the following Section, several competencies are mentioned'.

.which a teacher in a bilingual program should appkrently possess-. The

implications for college and university training programs are obvious.

Several authorities on bilingual education have expressed their views

concerning the required skills of a bilingual education teacher. Among

these As George M. Blanco, Director of the 'Office of Bilingual Education

'

13 ,



at the'Unlvertity of Texas at Austin, Blanco (1977) stated that this

teacher dhould.be able to formulite apd teach instrubtidmak-Uaift in the

curriculum area in both languages,- as well as, include significant

aspects of the student's culture in the Instructional program. Addition-

ally, educator should be able to develop language assessment skills
.

,

. and _employ, the results in the' pedagogical program., Development of-
. t re

...
, ..

ip.. evalu4tion qtrategies for 'the ymirious.subject.areas and the modification

i

(When necessrry) of current teaching materiali to- meet specific-Andividlial
.

A
needs.qle other competencies which this teacher should possess.

In. referring to the recommendations concerningbilingual teacherk
;

competencies, as suggested by the Center for Applied Linguistics,
- .

Blanco (Ibid) mentioned that the instructor should be able to utilize

several techniques eztfectively in the student's native language(s) in

various content areas; namelyi

A. Development of realistic performance objectives and their
evaluation;

B. Inquiry/dilcover34strateiies;

C. Individualized instruation;

D. Learning centers;

-E. UseS- of media and audio visual materials;

F. Systems approaches to the-teaohimg of readin,f. mathemitiOs
skills; -

-G. TeaM.teaching and cross grouping; and,

H. Interaction,

In order to apply the previous: knowledge and skills in areal

situation, the.. future teacher according. to Blarico, ShhUld.haiie field

exper &ences\rovided throughout the ttaining program, begiaining at the

freshman level, if at all possible.

14
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A.E.the:February 1976 Conference on Coordinating Foreign Languages,

-12-

Blanco focused or.a highly seikaitiyeaspect"ortdlingual 'education. It
. .

llopeared that in some Ins same teachers Were being placed in a

bilingual education prOgram ly bec4use they could speak the langlage

of the target population (i. e.,-Spanish). It was further noted that
/

because one eould:conversa in Ehilisth and in the second language did not

necessarily mean that this individual heaths expertise to teach in both

_ . .

languages. When uncpialified teachers were placed in a bilingual-teachlmg

settingconfusion was often exparimaced tly the instructor and.by the
71.

_students as wen. AA' a result, learners tended to emulate certain

teaching beh,Widrs of the teadhar..

In an .attempt to help prospective teachers in bilingual education

s 4.6--communicate and instruct.adequately in both languages,
.

Blando/(Ibid) stated that .he teacher preparation program at the

University of Texas.at Austin followed certain procedures. Incoming

fredh;Ren and sophomore' students are interviewed orally. Then they listen-
;

. .-

7/to cordings Of dialogues or conversations, voiced by native speakers-

f Texas, utilizing a standard variety of language. Thus, the students

uired to listen, read, write, and then to 'verbalize again. The

res is help to indicate certain areas of weakness,, if any.

The undergraduate couraein'biIingual education, which Blanco

tea hes, is given completely in Spanish, including assignmentZ, tests,

etc During each class meeting, the students take dictation in Spanish

in er to develop their grammatical, spelling, and accent usage skills.

Sin e the course is taught at an elementary school, university students:

hav the opportunity to tutor the younger learners in .oral language.

Aud o visual aids are used extensively to help develop the child's

vo bulary. In an attempt to Tip the university students understand that
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the youngsters do have a knowledge of the Spanish language and that:they

(the university learners) are trying to teach them another form based on

the existing competence, planco's students' analyze recordinga.of the

children's. speech. They focus on the phonology, morphologigt, And syntax

of the langutge. Through this endeavor, it. is expected that the

prospective teachers will realize that the children often do; have a better.

control Of the Spanish language than they have been given credit for.

Foreign language teachers; according to Blanco, should -share their

expertise with the people in bilingual education. Items such as
a

considerations in teaching English as a Second LangUage, and the relation-

ship between the home dialect of the child and-that of the school, should

be paraMount. Interdepartmental teaching (i. e., between the Foreign

Language Department and the Department of .Education) at the college

and university level was also highly encouraged.

-In addition to-the ideas .mentioned above, Blanco (1976) furthapr
_

suggested that colleges-and universities offer advanced courses in

composition and dialectology for students in bilingual education,. as

opposed to-literature courses. He urged that Spanish majors be encouraged

to get at least high school certification, and later, elementary

certification, should they become involved in a bilingual elementary

school program.

Foreign language teaching public school personnel were urged by

Blanco to determine the objectives of the school district's bilingual

education program and to establish how they could function within it.

4

The author suggested that teachers in bilingual education programs not

belittle a student for speaking Spanish, but-rather, recognize the dynamics

of language variation within a variety of social contexts. And finally,

16
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instead of looking on bilingual education as remedial isitna-ture,

encouraged foreign language teachers to think. of it as anew conception e

of the whole range of education, especially for the nonAgnglish speaking.

-child who is just entering school. Anson and By (1971).esralactly

state that bilingual education

... necessitates rethinkinsi the entire,curriculum in teas of
the child's best-instruments for of his readiness and
motivation for-learning the various subjects, and of his own-
identity aid potential for growth and development." (p:-.57) i,

Since learning apparently is a complex process iw need of much

research and understanding, individuals going-into teaching,

-bilingval education progams notmally need topeatIcipate in frequent

preservice and inservice training sessions. In an attempt to develop

and implement an-evaluation model fur 'bilingual bicultural inservice

training7progi4ms, Rodgers (1977. ) piloted a four-week workshop session in,

Jalapa, Veracruz, Mexic6. Specifically, the-evaluation model was

designed to provide information on'the.follOWing topics.

(1) Change in cultural attitudes; cultural knowledge, and familiarity._
of the participants;

(2) The relationship between sex, age, ethnicity, cultural attitude
scores, and cultural knowledge, and familiarity scores of -the
participants;

(3) Participants' needs and degree of needs fulfillment with regard
to the. workshop experience; -

'(4) `Specific workshop components;

(5) Rating of whrkshop_instructors, overall effectiveness of the
workshop;

(6) strengths and weaknesses of the program;

(7) Reaction of the workshop director and instructors; and,.

(8).$1.3ggeitionsfor improvement of the

The findings revealed a significant change in the cultural attitudes

and the cultural knowledge and familiarity of the 'participants.
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There was no interaction between.ethilidity anitpre pOittest scores= nor
. .

was 'there any significant correlation of age and uithtest.AcgreS.
. . .\

While the workshop .did apparently Me4-the needs spree, participants,,

,_ ..../

it did not include areas which were of pane cone n to the'majorlty of
. .

the participants. Additionally, the instructors r ived very hiigh tings.
r.:-

An aspect of bilingual bicultural educatiori'wh 41;ti.l.s frequently ea].t

with during inservice training is attitudes: Afterkn extensive review

of the literature, Gray and Arias L1577) concluded. =t incorporating

the practice of "cXtural democracy" in the clas would apparently

aid the develOpment-of positive "integrative" attitudes toward both

cultures on the part of the participating students.

. relevant was -the teadheesTattitudes towards both

English and the nativelanguage-of the target po
t.

k

Thus, it appears that the environment in the c

Also considered

1. e.,

'Lion (i. e., Spanish).

Should be, one in

toward each othe r's

and impoilan ce.

1978) and Chapa (1978)

a

which the child's attitudes and those of the teache

language and culture are given_ positive value, stat

In two independent:researchprojects, Travelle

also explored the correlation between teacher attitudes and bilingual

education. Chapa (Itid) found a relationship betwe

certain elementary school teachers and principals an

toward disadvantaged children. The- subject with pos

toward disadvantaged children had no difference in

toward bilingual education related to ethnicity, but

negative attitudes toward disadvantaged. children, Me

.more positive attitudes toward bilingual education

Americans.

the ethnicity of

their attitude

tive attitudes

it attitudes

among subjects with

Lean Americans had

an non - Mexican

In her study j Tiavelle (op. cit.) found that bilingual educati_a

classroom teachers, in 4eneral, accepted bilingual .141:cation principles.



However, thigi" tescherlsit Who exhibited a high degree of acceptance for

these' solos01.4apreceptS did not necessarily, as a group, implement
_ .

bilingual ea tip cu rr&Culum to a higher degree than those with a

lesser ogre° tit sOlceptasUs. Most of the teachers ilithe study had
. 4.

osen to w0C1.43,S bilingual education-classrpom setting and had received
(

corcesPdalqkng PedagogicaUtraining., Bilingual teachers were found

to more P*441.3.14 axob;"ba principles of bilingual eduCation, and to

provide 1.-nevion'in c,/oanish and in English to a higher' degree than

monolineal,'"AChera. In general, thoigh, the teachers created a classroom'

environment 5. libloh the students co.010d freely use either language.,

In 040 -Nke,trastigation, TraVelle alsorfound that bilingual

'teachers tendfill to iirowide instruction in English more frequently than

in Spanloh.' Thse educators were found to infrequently include the

history end °1144.111e lon Mexican American pupils into the cumrictilum._

Furthermoxe, the ineltructors did not utilise Mexican American comaunitg/

resource0 4110 isource Tarawa to oupplement the educational program.

Naings, with respect to the inclusion of Mexican American

culture Ito thee. Instructional program, were obtained byMicnoll (1978)

while rselarl°4g. several federally funded' bilingual education 'priograis

in Californ.0" The pr'o'jects tended to separate cultpre from.language,

giving ml.ntwO notice to Mexican. American culture-while eiphasiiing the

Spanish j..4161.1. The culture was viewed as an extension of the culture

of Mexico - -Itional, rural, and folk in nature, rather than the

nationauotiCP Ikttan culture of_Mexico since the-Revolution of 1910.

Finally, 0.101°1th the majority of projects stated cultural pluralism as

their oathdataconcerning teacher-pupil characteristics,-

Hispanic culOIN displayed in classrooms, Spanish - language bbbks

and the voct-0 tk.alSpialigsh by teachers and pupils led to the conclusion



that these projects were

of students.

Different bilingual education progress deal with the aspect of

soars-- at rapid sad complete assimil4ica

culture of varied mana4rs. In analyaing six French bilingual projects
.

in New England aid Louisiana Herrmann (1976) found that the cultural

characteristics most frequently selected typurriculum writers we:1re:

creative arts, language, holidays and festivals, ecology, exploitation

of natural resources, technology, ethnic history, means of subsistence,

food, and the family. .Several projects were formulated and all.projects

developed French instructional aide. Teadinematerialso. and games -

appropriate for the cultural. perspectives and linguistic caPabilities

C

of the students.

Herrmann (Ibid) also found that no- single pattern of cUittire

.curriculum sequencing prevailed. The heaviest cultural emphasis occurred

in the areas of social studies, creative arts, and language arts, and a

concerted effort was apparently made to incorporate the child's language

and culture into-every area of instruction. Solutions to the problems of

. selection of relevant material varied greatly and appeared to be

influenced directly by local traditions.

The French. curriculum writers were found to deal With cultural

commonalities as. well'as-crithdifferences ( i. e., in the ecology and

environment unit). They- also carefully prepared units Xiok science and
- _ ,

''physical education, especially designed for language development. However,.

'in certain instances, some curriculum develoiers-tended to portray the
-

culture idealistically rather than realistically, as-important historical

facts were occassi.onally omitted or left unexplained. In addition, a ;

traditional approach .6 Sex roles was apparent,. -and instruction about-

the family was at times otTeied in a culture-free -Context.

-20
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Up to thli points- the review of literature_has focpted-on 4specalc 7

aepecls of bilingual education teacher training. an attempt to
. .1

Illustrate the interrelationship of factors which appear to.4coniribute to

a successful hIlingual education tchool.progi.hm, Roth_ (1976) repaited.oft

the Bilingual Tecchir InArn Program implemented in several New Yerk

City school distriCts during the 1975 -1976 academic year.
p

The goals of the program were to provide bilingual instructional

services in all areas to Hispanic pupils. of limited English-speak:bag

-J/ability and to select, train, and place bilingual. teachers in the class-

room. In addition to the previously aentioned instructional services,

the two thousand four hundred (2,400 Kindergarten-p,eighth_Oth} grade

students received instruction in English as a Second Language,- Spanish

language skills, -and Hispanic history and culture. -Helping to guide the

eighty (80} interns involved were_the Project Director, the Coordinator,

three Field Counselors/Tr er Trainers, and two Adninintzative.Aldes..

Teacher training accomplished through three modes: iniVrvice

workshops, graduate school training .at theCity University of New York

-(C. U. N..Y.).and field supervisiad condUcted by the trainers. The latter

method includecrperlodic observations at each site location.

loot- only did the, program staff organize the teacher training aspec

IMP
but it alsaprovided for parental involvement-bi creatingworkshops in

various areas of-bilingual education in conjunction with participating

school districts. In several districts, parents participated_ in second

language instruction workshops, and Paient Advisory Committees were also

formed. Additionally, the program established an Intern, Advisory Council

composed of Bilingual Intern representatives from each participating

dlitrict. Through several avenues, including the publication-of the

- Bilingual Newsletter the staff ditteminsOed information concerning the

- - -
. a .



program's activities.

In evaluating the program after six months, participating students

were found to have achieved statistically significant improvement in

mathematics. en a questionalre, 'one,hundred percent (100%0 of the

teacher f provided favorable effectiveness ratings on over silty_

percint (600 of the training activities.. -In additi4, based upon !

numerous visits t6IvirioUs sites of program'activity,sobservations, and

interviews with program and dm-program persobbel, no substantial -

discrepancUs between the proposed program and Ltd- Apiementailon were

found.

The prommilmres employed in "IS project Up trainb4ingual.education

teachers seen to warrant special attention.' 4y attainingnind(9) hours

credit in the Graduite School of Education at C.. U.; N. Y., the -interns

completed/work leading to a PlasterNdegree. They attended C. T.

either on Tuesday or Wednesday, while Thursday was dedicated. to workshop

training sessions. These sessions were integrated xith the C. U. N. Y.

graduate program and with iroblems that arose within the context of

- -

classrool assignments ift-thersdhool setttnii:

The program developed a piocedure to expose all'Itterns to each

-phase- of training on a rotating, as well aft.,-eledtave basits. JD-ad)

teacher trainer conducted module instruction based 406n individual

expertise and preference in subject natter. The modules operated
.

- lb
concurrently, thus allowing interns to partroipate in all three on a

rotating basis as the modules recycled. Instruction proceed from the

theoretical to the concrete, with classroom, as well as .sdhood

problems. being-articulated freely. Strong-emphasis was placed

developineconcrete teaching- learning. devices from commonly-used

materials. Using these materials, the interns developed units ich they



110 successfully implemented in tile
(
classroom. Additionally, the Interns

-20-
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partici ted In works hoPe dealing .-with curriculum selection and utilisation,

tio6, and science. Thus, the continuous food-back loop for

and new input appears to have been sucdbeieVullyutilised.

the basis of all the atm presented, it was felt that the project

staff assignments and responsibilities were clearly delinea .and

imPlementeid, The screening and evaluation of pupilewawAlMarentlY

accomplished successgUlly. Inservicesbraining appears to have helped the

interns screen and evaluate pupils, as well as assisted them in

formulating varied teaching-learning activities to achiee cognitive and
MI

affective growth / Parental InvOlvenent was areo deemed adequate.

Cultural heritage activities, Where Spanith-dominant and Bnglioh-dominent

students received cCmbined instkuction, resulted in an increasing mutual

respect and interest in each othersipc backgrounds. Because the

project 'Lowed for parents andnon-progrea personnel to interact.with

the individuals in the research study, community relations andrprojsct

perceptions were ehhanced

From this review of related literature, i is expected that an

adequate 4ame of reference has been established for the current

research investigation.
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:In an atteapt,to make this iniiestigation-relevant and useful. tOe

ter:Intiled the s-titistriiisor of a tdillgull tdWiatieral program of

a school district in A copy of the finished report will be
./

Bedeie explaining the twine format of the interview, a deacriptica
.. , .

of -the school district involved, aided' the cominaltar Is Mblob it Is
\

located, will be provided. According to theIMOSPASUS Tracts (1972),

the city had a pope:latices. of 694021/4 who earned a medial) annual. Income

of $4,213.00 and completed a median Of 7.4 years of formal schooling..

It was further established that 58,980 of theme residents either: bad'

Spanish as a native e or cane from homes Wtiere the bead or Age

reported Spanish as his or her mother.tongue.

The data furtber revealed that the school district Involved has an

area of 14 square miles and had .65,262 residents. Theme people, with is

annual median income:of $3,935.00, attained median of 6.6 y... of

schOoltfig. Additionally, approximateli 90 percent (58,9301 of act.

districts population consisted of tiller individuals whose native

e was Spanish or who had Spantrsh surnames. 4111,aving completed -ad

median of 6.3 years ofictiooling, these citizens wome.reportedly earning

a median annual salary of $3,940.00.

Having provided the'.preceding'background information, a description

of the interview- will now be presented. The

on the following questions: "*"..,

24

ew focused primarily
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at.

r

does billagoml bicultural 'duds:ties mem-to you?

2.411hy did thMscooidistrict:estiabiiMh:11!biliqival bronitural
. .

-22A-

education program?
".4

-

.iikat are -Vas !pals .1.be di#tsici i 4bilingual tural

prograia?

4. ilhait -to be the critical I:victors Which greatly influence the-
^1'

a c l a i m = plot alltmgual obicultiaz moducation *agrarian?
.

5.. What spocificiateps are beim' told, by tb!sobool aiatrict in

ordiT\.!ischleme tbe objectives of the program?

6. Hogs twill program toured-them goals be measured? On ubat basis

Isere these declaims ladlith

7. What specifilialem do you 'look. for lm teachers mho are to

participate in the bilingual Monitorial education program?

W.

J

(""

11-
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The intleivicalelded a oomeldera

.

I

4
it

bpi uncut of Satifeceting 'afar-
.

nation. Bilinanal bicultural edmostlet was viewed 01 instruction in
o

two languages mhidb included the iovelopmeni et oomeepts. is

(1. lammollmE) ami*Mitillialtlimermiess -idalit40111111319 it offSams1

that the school cleiriot established the bilingual biotaumiak edesailan
-

progress for several eams. imaag-these waft that tias resifts ad a
Needs Assemisometerlyvey indicated the seed or such a ourricilem.

From these' data Oertain priorttlee'were. Miablished -- the davaltipaMt.

Of student proficiency lathe ggglisb languige and in other odemssaication

skills, i. e., rieding and writing. Finally, thlm Texas IdnOation

Agency .and. tee requiring school distracts to pa Ovide bilingual Sul-ig

Ural education to students of Limited Inglish Speaking Ability

(L. E. Sri.) in order to rimeive state heads., also influenced the

formation of the program..

Argeneral goal of the curriculum design mespemceived as one

Intended to develop students capable Or functioning in botb the gnglisb

and Spanish languages. In.particulsr the development of:literacy

; skills in both languages was !lowed as paremount.-

with regard to the future cfrbdlingual blOSIturak.

attitudes an thomirt of all oancerned tire IMPINIIAS
.a- '

These percepticnsruere felt to affect temOber Interpretations of

4

busagurl Prugemma,mmd hisiber performance in this type Of setting.



The district was viewed as attempting to, achieve its pr gray

objectives. Teacher training sessions dealt (and deal) with such

topics ass;
1. Strategies for oral language'development;

activities=

3. Classroom management;

4. Identificatiam of language.differences;

ayesients

6. Spanish reading; ,

7. Content area teaching;

Development'of.akudet self concept; and,

9:. Teaching Engiish As a Second language.

14;

(the teacher training procedures were.(and are) onganimed in a

11;iirietyrof feshionst.. Preservice and inservice workdays, as well as

ease time, are .frequently used. Teachers. participating --in ProjeCt

tuys off, and substitute educators take over their classroom duties.

Wring this period, the trainees, under the supervision of formally
.

uaivetsity an schgol district personnel, Work through fifteen

7

a

. .

(3)sSodUles-dealisw with topics such as those mentioned above.

In order to help determine the nature of the bilingual teacher -

\
institutes. the district conducted (and conducts) Reeds

415sesslient Surveys in which the classroom educators provide
-

however,' ,the training secured Appeared to be highly influenced

IV the altOUlit, of filtanCial"rOSAtil203111;.,
lath Ar to, instructional designs and procedures, the interviewee

tlonedlthatthelKiudergerteg.through third.grade classes were the

ones directly participating,in the bilingual prograa currently:

0.



Spanish instruction was apparently provided to the students as needed,

but primarily during the language arts, period. Learners in the

. . .

upper elementary grades received instruction in Spanis4 reading and

writing during the ;time allowed for this subject.

Evaluation of the.progress.made toward athieving,the objectives of

the program seemed to be based on two miajor types of instruments.

Since teachers participating in the district's manger Obhool program had

(and have) aides, ccomercially-prepared' criterion-referenciod tests

written in English were used extensively. Inntruction for the student*

was planned according to theeNgnosedneeds. Classes were kept to

about 15 studitnti per teacher. In the long 'term, hciever, matters were

(and are) different. No special fUnds were available to provide aide.
for all of the teachers participating In the _bilingual educern _

program. Consequently, greater use was made of English standardised

-tests and coenercially-prepared informal re inventCsrie written in

_Too.e...tlass_ size_ cOad ristorquay,_ _

controlled, since all, of the children attending school need to be

povided for. Insufficient funds seened to hinder the Construction

of additional classrooms and the hiring ofedditional teachers.

In the event that a teacher needed instructional advice, or other

.types of anisistancei the principal was consulted first. The administrator

helped if s/he coid. Otherwise, s/he inquired about securingttims.

necessary a,14.;

The interview ftrther established that the supervisor had no

direct influence as to who was hired to work in the bilimgual bicultural

prmirne. Additionally, the perfuramoceof the-teiLdber In the classroom

was evaluated solely by be principal of the respective school. The

supervisor provided the administreAor with input only 'when the latter

28



requested it.

According to the interviewee, a bilingual educator, or any other

teacher, shoUld possess certain characteristics. Among these are:

1. A bas)c tuxderstanding of child growth and development;

2. A commitment to teach with pride;

3. A positive attitude eating humanitarian, rathe than-
pecuniary, values;

4.. An awareness of students needs;

5. A- knowledge of the scope and sequence of content; and,

6. A knowledge of their own expectations and responsibilities
as well as those of the students,. and an understanding of

responsibilities,

to accomplish these ends.

In a more non-directed fashion, it was established that the role

of this supervisor varied extensively. This individual seneduled and

attended meetings with dIfferent school personnel as needed4 Also,

this person was responsible for meeting weekly with-school building

principals to discuss problems or activities planned. Additionally, the

Inthe bilingual program, and visited the educators in their respective

schools as frequently as possible. This individual-helped to make

the necessmumarangements for the teachers involved in the bilingual

program to obtain the required endorsement or certification from the

Texas EducaVon Agerm,y.

Perceistion(7of the district's biliAgtial education proggibeammrently

varied ammmacbanistmators, teachers, and members of the community.

It tram:established that some actively suppmrted the program while others

did not. Part of.the problem appeared to stem from there not being an -

apparent need in the community to learn I second language. Teachers

seen as, baiting to try to convince the learners of,tas necessity.



Another aspect was that some parents actively sought to influence the

school to teach material in English only, rather than in both Spanish

and English.

A certain degree Of confusion was felt to exist segarding the

state mandates concerning bilingual education and local needs: The

supervisor believed that university training should thoroughly infoia

prospective teachers about the meaning of bilingual bicultural education.

Additionally, the district administrators, as,well as members of tile

community (1. e., the parents), also apparently needed to attain a
,

sound underStanding of the concept.-The supervisor felt that a let

to the parents, explaining the program and their youngster's partic potion

in it, might help to clarify matters to some degree.

After the comments above, the supervisor was thanked for the

information, and the interview was terminated.



ir

In reviewing the data obtained from ths intervisi, certain

conclUsion seem feasible. The bilingual program is amaranth

attempting to provide its teachers with the trababignecessery to

Implement instruction succassf;lly. This is evident from- tbe several .

institutes in which the educators participate. The findbige_slawalcsar

to indicate an inconsistensy.between the dtnct's philosophy of

bilingual bicultural education and the manner in which it is isplemented.

For example, youngsters in Kindergarten through third grade, who are

helped to develop their of language in Spanish and to read and write

in this language, are being evaluated at the end of the academic year by

means of a standardized achievement teat written in *nglish. Consequently,

the:youngsters apparently are being tested in a6manner different from

that in which they were taught. Any academic growth attained by the

students in Spanish literacy skills would probably not be reflected

through an evaluation of this nature.

Part of the inconsistency which appears to say be dna, at

least-in part, to the supervisor having too sour zooponabilities.
.

This:Indtirldual does not appear to hams enough times to nelinicelpr

supervise the teacher working. in the pa ogram,. t1n a constiuctive

saperviskin- situation, the supervisor sod the !amber work

an attempt to-1mprove thalami:motional program

titans .the suParviadee ladle elk input into the .1

are to Work:in the bilingual program appears to

air 11it..1..2f5:.1d; "Ls. :;:=1/.7.-=L,
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lead to highly unpredictable results. Apparently this indiv2Mhal has

no opportunity to evaluate the philosophy and. understanding of

bilingual education which the prospective teacher possesses.

Personal ;ttitudes appear to influenle the performance of individuals

al all levels - from administrators to teacheis to parents. Since thaw.

seem to be various interpretations of the district's bilingual 'program,
, a

support for it also appears to be diversified. Part of the variance

in attitude, at least among teachers, asy be due in part to their annual

salaries. According to the district's most recent teacher contracts,

a beginning teacher with a Bachelor's dere earns approximately

$8,600 annually. According to a representative of the American -

Federation of Teachers, the Bureau of Lat$r Statistics published a

report in 1977, which stated that an annual salary of approximately

417,000 would be adequate iia today's econ
t
y considering the rite of

inflation. This writer also recognizes that there are apparently some

financial constraints within the dibtrict at the present tine. '

In addition to salaries, class size may also affects teacher's
i

attitude toward his/her work. In the regular school year, enrollment

in the district may run, as high as thirty-five to forty stbdents

51
per teacher. This educator normally will not have aids in the

classroom. Finally, not anIy.might.cIass size -aff a teacher's

attitude toward therprofessiOn, but it appears that this factor also

tends to affect the-achievement of Children, japscial1J those in the

primary grades. Fryialer and Hawn (1970) found that first grade class la

with no more than 29 students each obtained significantly higher reading

achievement scores than those with at least '37 atUdenta in them.

s'

3
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Rg00/01101DATIONS

'Two major factors apparently need to be addressed in an attempt to

improve the effectiveness of the bilingual bicultural program in the

school district. These are a thorough and clear understanding of the

program on the part of all acncerned-anetbeiniluenoe of eocoones

on the total design.

Several avenues might be considered in order to attain a compre-

hensive view of the bilingual education program. Several meetings

among the administrators involved, including the personnel director and

the superisor, might prove to be very profitable. It appears that

existing questions about the program could be "cleared up" here, before

.going out into the schools to work with teachers and other members
-,,,,,tyuft

of the community. Possessing a thorough understanding about the

philosophy of bilingual education and of the type of people needed to

function successfully in thii type of setting seem to be critical .areas

for comprehension. Further Information about these topics may be

secured from the work of ouch authors as Castaneda, et. al. (1975),

Chaps (op. cit.), Travelle (op. cit.), Fishman, et. al. (1966), and

G441rder. (1965 1967).

Alter these Initial sessions, it might prove fruitful'to,canduct

. workehopes in the evenings in a school involved with the bilingual
. .

.prograa, or in communit* center near the school.. 'At this time,
I

matters-of. the-community and the teachers involved could -be uzged to

attend -bar order to- rec eive an explanation from a thoroughly informed



individual on the nature of bilingual education in general and within
AR

the district. Citing examples of similar research projects which have

been successful could possibly help clarify somi issues. Uplaining how

the local program would be implemented would appear to be of utmost

importance at this time. It could conceivably be necessary to hold

several of these seating*, as well as additional informative sessions with

the teachers in the schools. The idea of parents and towbars attending
-41

a meeting together appears to be potentially very positive in nature

(Roth, op:cit.).

ReligioUs leaders in the community sight also be contacted by

bilingual education program personnel in order' to help disseminate

information. The Reverend Jesse Jackson has found this technique,.

as of the previolly mentioned ones, to be quite effective

in promoting the cause for education and achievement.

The other factor which appears to affect the eventual success of

the bilingual program is econokics. It has bsen.previousIy stated that

the district is Currently experiencing financial restraints. Perhaps

it is necessary to have political activitists, political realists, and ,

political sophisticates at the federal and state-toiernment levels

seek to increase the amount of money allocated to bilingual education

programs.. Fishman (1976) suggests that key people and strong supporters

of education in the state legislature and in the U. S. COngress be

contacted, especially those individuals serving in appropriations

dommittees. The author proposes that supporters of bilingual °dub-1'U=

align themselves wItIpecial interest and lobbying groups in order to

make their views known. Convincing the legislators that *lingual

eidecatice-is not "emce1y anotharanti.powerty measure" concentrated in a

partimaarregionof-the country seems to be of utmost urgency.

34
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Fishman also feels that it is. necessary to cimmonstrate that this

educational concept can be an opportunity for the United States to attain*

to achieve "cultural piuraliss." a very important part of cultural

dembcracy.

Uniting with argmisations such as N. E. A. (Natimmaiducation

Association) was also considered by Fishman to-be a viable alternative

in order to try to improve the financial situation of bilingual

education programs. Additionally, contacting organisations who had

been able to obtain substantial funjtcial assistance wastviewed as a

means of acquiring potentially use infration. In this writer's

opinion, the Council for EXcepticinal.Children 'exemplifies such a group.

Perhaps affiliation with agencies such as the National Association for

Bilingual Education (N. A. B. E.) and the Teachirs of Engliah to

Speakers of Other Languages (T. S. S. 0. L.) could also prove beneficial.

With additional monies, sore supervisbrs and/or teachers could
xr

possibly be hired to relieve some of the work load. If adecititious

personnel is not' employed, the current supervisor night consider the

following suggestions:

1. From each of the schools involved with the bilingual program,
the teacher felt WI* the most successfUl in the classroom
could be selected. .

2. Through regularly scheduled meetings with the. supervisor, these
educators would be trained in various areas of bilingual education.

3. Upon returning to their respective campuses, these tesobers
'com4d serve as resource personnel.

4. Should this resource teacher be unable to help a colleague 'with
a particulluccmnriculum problem, the supervisor could then be
contacted to work direct;y with the educator in need of help.

5. Relationships at all levels would be expected to exist on a
nonthreatening; colleague/hip basis.

PlocrfurtA6r information, Can (op. cit.) can be consulted.
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SalMiT increases, especially for teachers, also seem to be warranted.

In talking to one of the teachers in the school district, a strong

sense of dissatisfaction was noted, due largely to the pay rate.

This educator Mentioned that with higher salaries, more teachers would,.

14,
probably conduct themselves as "professionals" - be mare concerned

With the instructional needs of the students, rather than with their

economic situations., During a discussion in a SociolOgy of Education

class, in which this writer participated, an example of the effect

Of "reasonable" salaries on teachers was noted. As soon as educators

in a New York school district were offered approximately $16,000 annually

for their services, they started thinking about Whit could be done to

improve the curriculum. , Apparently these individuals thoroughly under-

stood and believed in the Protestant Work Ethic of being justlj rewarded

for exerting their best efforts.

Two other items appear to be related directly to curriculum. -on

investigation into the quantity of English and Spanish that is being

utilised in the univerg4y classes designed to prepare, bilingual

education teachers may prove to be urefUl. It appears that teacher

trainees should have frequent opportunities to demonstrate their

pedagogical skills in both English and Spanish. Such a practice has

proven to be quite profitable, according to Blanco (op. cit.).

The evaluation procedures currently being employed in the bilingual

progrim also apparently need to be reconsidered; Since the Students at

some point in the day generally receive instruction in Spanish, but are
4

being evaluated with initruments written in gnglieh, it is suggested

that a resource agency (1. e., the Dissemination and AsseaSpent Center

for BilingualIWWication in Austin, Texas) be contacted for assistance

in an attempt with this situatiodl.. Catalogues of materials



dealing with evaluation instruments for bilingual education at all

levels, as well as parental involvement questionaires, are available.

Additionally, this writer strongly recommends a frequent and accurate

assessment of the progrus progress at each of the schools involved

in order to help det;rmine if any changes are warranted at any particular

tine. Too, this procedure could potentially serve as an excellent means

of gathering data in order to detezaine the merits of thebilingual

education program. This infatuation could conceivably be used to help

explain'the effectiveness of-the program to the community at large.

This writer takes the position that the items addressed In this

paper bear directly updn the eventual performahm of bilingual education

teachers in the classroom. It is hoped that the information contained

herein may help the school district in achieving the goal of "cultural

democracy" for each of its students.

1.
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